Write these homophone words in the correct sentences:

aloud       allowed
The children performed the poem ________________ to the class.
Liam was not ________________ to watch the scary film.

Circle the verb that shows the past tense in each sentence below.

In Greece, we were very happy by the side of the pool.
The flight there though was rather tiring.

Mr Whoops has got in a terrible muddle adding the word endings -cious and -tious. Can you help him?
mali__________
infec__________

Tick the sentence that uses ‘since’ as a conjunction.
Since the early ages, people had told stories of mythical creatures.
Saint George reached for his sword since the dragon was approaching quickly.

Find one word that can complete both sentences below.
The family lived in a top-floor ____________.
The ____________, reflective surface of the pond made it look like a mirror.
Underline the parenthesis in this sentence.

The teddy bear had been lost for a long time (almost three months) before someone found it under the bed.

Circle the verb that shows the past tense in each sentence below.

In Greece, we were very happy by the side of the pool.

The flight there though was rather tiring.

Write these homophone words in the correct sentences:

aloud    allowed

The children performed the poem aloud to the class.
Liam was not allowed to watch the scary film.

Mr Whoops has got in a terrible muddle adding the word endings -cious and -tious. Can you help him?

malicious
infectious

Tick the sentence that uses ‘since’ as a conjunction.

Since the early ages, people had told stories of mythical creatures.

Saint George reached for his sword since the dragon was approaching quickly.

Find one word that can complete both sentences below.

The family lived in a top-floor flat.

The flat, reflective surface of the pond made it look like a mirror.
Add brackets around the parenthesis in this sentence.

The teddy bear had been lost for a long time almost three months before someone found it under the bed.

Circle the verb that shows the past tense in each sentence below.

In Greece, we were very happy by the side of the pool.

The flight there though was rather tiring.

The weather in Greece is usually dry and very warm although one day it rained for several hours.

Which two homophone words do you think are missing from these sentences?

The children performed the poem __________ to the class.

Liam was not __________ to watch the scary film.

Mr Whoops has got in a terrible muddle adding the word endings -cious and -tious. Can you help him?

mali___________
infec___________
conten___________

Tick the sentence that uses ‘since’ as a conjunction.

Since the early ages, people had told stories of mythical creatures.

Saint George reached for his sword since the dragon was approaching quickly.

Since Harry Potter became popular, many more authors have tried to write children’s fiction with fantastical beasts as characters.

Find one word that can complete both sentences below. Tick the sentence that uses the word as an adjective.

The family lived in a top-floor __________.

The __________, reflective surface of the pond made it look like a mirror.
Add brackets around the parenthesis in this sentence.

The teddy bear had been lost for a long time (almost three months) before someone found it under the bed.

Circle the verb that shows the past tense in each sentence below.

In Greece, we were very happy by the side of the pool.
The flight there though was rather tiring.
The weather in Greece is usually dry and very warm although one day it rained for several hours.

Which two homophone words do you think are missing from these sentences?

The children performed the poem aloud to the class.
Liam was not allowed to watch the scary film.

Mr Whoops has got in a terrible muddle adding the word endings -cious and -tious. Can you help him?

malicious
infectious
contentious

Tick the sentence that uses ‘since’ as a conjunction.

Since the early ages, people had told stories of mythical creatures.
Saint George reached for his sword since the dragon was approaching quickly.
Since Harry Potter became popular, many more authors have tried to write children’s fiction with fantastical beasts as characters.

Find one word that can complete both sentences below. Tick the sentence that uses the word as an adjective.

The family lived in a top-floor flat.
The flat, reflective surface of the pond made it look like a mirror.
Add appropriate punctuation around the parenthesis in this sentence.

The teddy bear had been lost for a long time almost three months before someone found it under the bed.

Circle the verb that shows the past tense in each sentence below.

In Greece, we were very happy by the side of the pool.
The flight there though was rather tiring.
The weather in Greece is usually dry and very warm although one day it rained for several hours.
Write down one adverbial that has been used:
________________________________________

Can you use these two homophone words accurately in two separate sentences?

aloud	allowed

Mr Whoops has got in a terrible muddle adding the word endings -cious and -tious. Can you help him?
mali__________
infec__________
conten__________

Now, use one of the words you have created in a sentence with parenthesis.
________________________________________

Decide whether ‘since’ is being used as a preposition or a conjunction in the following sentences.

Since the early ages, people had told stories of mythical creatures.

Saint George reached for his sword since the dragon was approaching quickly.

Since Harry Potter became popular, many more authors have tried to write children’s fiction with fantastical beasts as characters.

Find one word that can complete both sentences below.
The family lived in a top-floor __________.
The __________________, reflective surface of the pond made it look like a mirror.
Sentence 1 uses the word as ____________.
Sentence 2 uses the word as ____________.
Add appropriate punctuation around the parenthesis in this sentence.
The teddy bear had been lost for a long time almost three months before someone found it under the bed.
Accept brackets, dashes or commas around the underlined phrase.

Circle the verb that shows the past tense in each sentence below.
In Greece, we were very happy by the side of the pool.
The flight there though was rather tiring.
The weather in Greece is usually dry and very warm although one day it rained for several hours.
Write down one adverbial that has been used:
In Greece/ by the side of the pool/ for several hours

Can you use these two homophone words accurately in two separate sentences?
- aloud
- allowed
e.g. The children performed the poem aloud to the class. AND Liam was not allowed to watch the scary film.

Mr Whoops has got in a terrible muddle adding the word endings -cious and -tious. Can you help him?
- malicious
- infectious
- contentious

Now, use one of the words you have created in a sentence with parenthesis.
e.g. The referee’s decision (a dubious penalty) was extremely contentious.

Decide whether ‘since’ is being used as a preposition or a conjunction in the following sentences.
Since the early ages, people had told stories of mythical creatures. preposition
Saint George reached for his sword since the dragon was approaching quickly. conjunction
Since Harry Potter became popular, many more authors have tried to write children’s fiction with fantastical beasts as characters. conjunction

Find one word that can complete both sentences below.
The family lived in a top-floor flat.
The flat, reflective surface of the pond made it look like a mirror.
Sentence 1 uses the word as a noun.
Sentence 2 uses the word as an adjective.